
Email: Asking for support in my language to help my child with distance learning 

Note for parents:  

You know the type of language support that you and your child may need to make distance 

learning work. Most families, especially families whose primary language is not English, will 

require: 

direct, regular check-ins from staff at the school in their language to understand what 

their child is supposed to be doing and to be able to support their child; 

a plan from the school showing how they will provide the information, homework and 

communication in your language; and/or 

a teacher or tutor that speaks the student’s language to work directly with the student. 

The best way to get support for your child is to ask for it (unfortunately you may need to ask  

more than one time).  Below is an email that  you can use to let the school know that you need 

the educators to provide more support for distance learning to work for your child.  Please make 

changes to it based on what your child needs. 

****************************************************************************** 

Dear

I hope that you and your family are healthy and safe during this difficult time. I understand that 

you all are very busy planning and preparing new ways to teach all students.  I am the parent of 

________________.  I’m writing to express my concerns about my child’s access to online 

learning during this time. 

My child has been receiving work to do at home, but I’m struggling to provide the support that 

my child needs. English is not my first language and I don’t fully understand the activities and 

homework that is being assigned, which makes it hard to give my child the help that is expected 

of parents. I’m concerned about my child’s learning since I’m not able to give my child needed 

support with learning while schools are closed. 

Please contact me using an interpreter to discuss these concerns so that my child can access 

learning while school are closed. I am requesting that you send me all notices and 

communications related to my child’s education to me in my primary language, and am also 

requesting that educators and service providers from the school communicate with me in my 

primary language (with an interpreter if they are not bilingual). I am also requesting that during 

the time that schools are closed, someone please contact me on a weekly schedule in my 

language to review my child’s assignments for the week. I believe it may also be necessary to 

arrange for a tutor or aide to work with my child on some assignments since I am not able to 

provide my child with the support due to the language barrier.   

I am looking forward to talking about how we can work together to best support my child with 

school. Thank you for everything you and the rest of the staff are doing to meet my child’s needs 

during this difficult time.  

Thank you. 
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